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We re building that ^Mown feeling 

481-3500 





‘A United Europe 
will be a reality by 1992.” 

“Secure your markets today, 

with KLM Cargo.” 

CARGO The Reliable Airline 



OPENING NOTES 
George Bush ponders a pin-up ban, Yves Fortier considers 
a leadership race, and Vladimir Lenin may move 

MOVEMENT 



FAMOUS WRITERS 
RUN IN OUR FAMILY 

Introducing the Smith Corona family of versatile, innovative,easy-to-use word processors. 

AN AMERICAN VIEW 

Sexual charges and 
Martin Luther King 

BY FRED BRUNING 

A new book claims 
that on the night before 

teKSSiSSaSS. his death. Kim was 



A CRUSADER’S 
CHALLENGE 



Many ask, 
but few 

are chosen. 

The influential Irvings of New Brunswick speak with 
few members of the media. But they chose to speak with 

Maclean's senior writer John DeMont. We get the 
interviews others only dream of getting. 

_ITMyTifo_ 
THE WELL-INFORMED CHOICE. 

at HALF-PRICE! 

.. .and announce each gift with the exciting 
“$100,000 TREASURE HUNT”! 



Introducing a performance car that holds 
more than the road. 



COVER 

A BATTLE JOINED 



Would 
you have 
guessed 

this is 
9 

aOMTAR 

Naturally resourceful. 

SOME PROVINCES DEMAND THAT 
QUEBEC TAKE LESS THAN ITS ‘MINIMUM’ 



t!$/u>&e o/'u/A&iAeed, 4a rare 
fAafonfy a /eau/se/ys/as/Y/Yp Y4 amretfa&e. 
(Zaefi Y>r>YYYe /ueaideree/a/u/itry/dYeree/ 

YacerY^YYi auYfanYecYYy. 



Introducing The First 
Cholesterol-Free Light. 

Only From Kraft. 







WORLD 

A CRASH COURSE 
FORMULRONEY 
I23S^Ltf£“«2! NICARAGUA’S 

decision to 

Si^ST^lSiSSSt^z fine overshadows 
A CELEBRATION 
OF DEMOCRACY 

KMIUMWi 



CANADIAN RESOURCES. ALCAN ALUMINUM. 
i. And we share the growing The eyes of the world are on neighbourhoods./5 
; of all Canadians with our this project, a unique collaboration for all of Canada, 
lent Thus we became a of soft-drink companies, packaging Today we’re recycling bill 
.™ • ant dealing of cans continent-wide, using c 

raS^beSs'te'use 
Not only is aluminum recyclable, 

it’s the only material that recycles to 
i quality. So today’s cans citizenship, Alcan 
aar as tomorrow's cans - to the world. 





On November 3, 
YTV Salutes Canada’s Youth. 

St fg|’§P <5»>Rogers CAt'TEL 



We’ve just run20,989.6metres without abreak. 



The ‘Sinatra Doctrine’ 
Moscow’s allies do it their way 





things right 
Every drop of Jack Daniel’s Whiskey E9 
is seeped for days through room-high ■ 
mellowing vats before aging. It’s an ® 

oak barrels. Yes, it takes a lot 



Business Notes I BUSINESS 

REGAINING 
ALTITUDE 





COMING SOON 



TheWvet Touch. 

Black Velvet_. 
The Smooth One. .2gf 

Performance begins 
where rainbows end. 





SHOOT YOUR OWN 
FLORIDA TV SPECIAL 
Enter the Canon Camcorder Sweepstakes 
and you could win a week of family 
fun for four in Disney World, Florida. 

CcUIOIl VIDEO,,, 

Yellow and red all over =SS= 
The Financial Times of Canada is for sale 

Low 
back pain 
starts lower than you think. 



Once again, Compaq makes 
a sizeable contribution to personal computing. 



BUSINESS/SPECIAL REPORT 

DESTROYING THE 
MIDDLE CLASS 

THE SHARPENING 





IKE FIRST 
WORD 
IN FILM 
ISTHEUST 
WORD IN 
COPBIS. 



COPIER 
CHAMPIONS 
YEAR AFTER YEAR, 
AFTER YEAR, AFTER 
YEAR, AFTER YEAR. 
KODAK - » 







SOME COMPANIES ARE TRYING TO 
HELP THEIR EMPLOYEES COPE 

Hi
#®

- 

Certified Rare. 

C.C 

LIMITED EDITION BOTTLE 



*e 

Pure Drip” from Melitta 

Taxing the already 
overburdened 

Michael Wilson’s 
sales tax promises to be 
a shambling and awk¬ 
ward beast, hardly 
able to stand on its 







Soon industry 
standards will make 
all computer systems 
equal. 

However, one will be 
more equal than the others. 







SPORTS WATCH 

Don Cherry’s 
outrageous credo 

A Grade 9 dropout 
and former profession¬ 
al hockey player, sports- 
caster ‘Grapes’ Cherry 
has made himself rich 
by being outspoken 

If more of our kids took 
professional driving courses,we 

could get them off the streets. 

%14 
, So please. Let a professional tea. 

DRIVE TOSURVIVE. 
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Eye of the needle 
Addicts get a realistic portrayal on screen 



Games people play 

In business, time is money. 
The transmission speed of a Canon Fax 
can save you both. 

Canon 
There is only one choice. 







AS SEEN ON TELEVISION. 
THE SONY HANDYCAM. 

Sony F70 on-air achievement, we wager you will find their pictures soft 

and not quite up to professional standards. 

Look at the crisp, clear F7D commercials on your screen. Isn't the picture quality as good as all 

the other commercials? Can you tell the difference? With the Sony 8mm F70 Handycam you can take 

incredibly high qualify pictures with an ease that will amaze you. 

Even more amazing, you won't need a VCR or adaptor to play them back. The F70 is its own 

playback. A simple, easy-to-use cord plugs directly into your television set. 

So see the F70 on television. And take it from Sony: the F70 has what it takes to take great picturt 
SONY 



BOOKS 

Murderous secrets 
Ruth Rendell plans to write a new thriller 
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Death by water. 







Paradise destroyed 
A documentary digs deep into the Amazon 

iSome of our staunchest 

supporters kave risked more 

tkan tkeir reputation ky 

demandingXke Glenlivet. 





Brown and Assuras A Team Effort 







The lonely sound of 
one drum beating 




